Triangulations are used in simplicial algorithms to nd the xed points of continuous functions or upper semi-continuous mappings; applications arise from economics and optimization. The performance of simplicial algorithms is very sensitive to the triangulation used. Using a facetal description, we modify Dang's D 1 triangulation to obtain a more e cient triangulation of the unit hypercube in R n and then by means of translations and re ections we derive a new triangulation, D 
1 Introduction Scarf Sc67] was the rst to provide a constructive proof of Brouwer's and Kakutani's xed-point theorems, which have important applications in proving the existence of competitive price equilibria in certain economic models. Scarf used the notion of primitive sets, but most subsequent work used triangulations to discretize the continuous problem. The resulting methods to compute the approximate xed-points , known as simplicial algorithms, are described, for instance in Allgower and Georg AG80,AG90], Eaves Ea84], and Todd To76] . The performance of such methods depends critically on the triangulation used, and this led to much work on devising e cient triangulations of R n . Among those used in simplicial algorithms are those of Freudenthal Fr42] , Tucker(Lefschetz Lef49] p. 140), Todd To84] , and Dang Da89], known as K 1 , J 1 , J 0 1 , and D 1 respectively. These triangulations have relatively simple descriptions of their simplices and their pivoting rules, i.e., rules indicating the adjacent simplex found when a speci ed vertex of a given simplex of the triangulation is dropped. Other triangulations, with attractive properties but with much more complicated descriptions and pivoting rules, are one independently devised by Sallee Sa82], and by Lee Le85] , and Sallee's middle cut triangulation Sa84] . In this paper we will modify Dang's triangulation to get a more e cient triangulation which we denote D 0 1 . A triangulation of an n?dimensional convex subset of R n is a locally nite collection of n?dimensional simplices which cover the subset and any two of which intersect in a common face (possibly empty). All of the triangulations above (except J 0 1 ) also triangulate the unit cube I n := 0; 1] n , in that their simplices in I n form a triangulation of R n . The triangulations of R n are then obtained by replicating this triangulation using re ections and/or translations. One basic measure of such a triangulation is the number of simplices used to triangulate I n . This is n! for K 1 and J 1 , about (e ? 2)n! for D 1 , and about (e ? 2) 2 n! for D 0 1 . The triangulation of Lee Le85] and Sallee Sa82] is slightly better, and that of Sallee Sa84] is considerably better, but at a price of increased complexity.
An n?simplex can be described as the convex hull of n + 1 a nely independent vertices or, alternatively, as the solution set of n + 1 linear inequalities, provided it is bounded with nonempty interior. The latter description, called a facetal description, often provides a simpler proof that a given collection of simplices forms a triangulation see, e.g., Todd To76, To84] . We use this description to derive D 0 1 . A typical simplex of K 1 or J 1 in I n has the form fx 2 R n : 1 x 1 x 2 : : : x n 0g; all possible orderings of the components give the n! simplices in I n (the triangulations di er in how this triangulation of I n is replicated to cover R n ). A typical simplex of D 1 in I n can easily be shown to be of the form fx 2 R n : x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x p P p i=1 x i ? 1 p ? 1 x p+1 : : : x n 0g; where 1 < p n. As we shall see, the typical simplices of D 0 1 have a more symmetrical facetal description which also distinguishes the last n ? q + 1 components of x, where 1 < p < q < n. We rst describe how we triangulate the unit cube I n := 0; 1] n . Copies of the triangulation are then constructed by standard methods (using re ections and translations) to give a triangulation of R n .
Let e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e n denote the standard basis of R n and let e := P j e j . We divide the unit cube into a shell S and a core C, which is a neighborhood of the diagonal from 0 to e. We triangulate S and C separately; the collection of all the resulting simplices triangulates the unit cube.
C is the convex hull of 0, e, e i for i 2 N := f1; 2; : : :; ng, and e ? e k for k 2 N. We triangulate it into 2 n + 2 simplices as follows: First the hyperplane fx : e T x = 1g cuts o the (q) as approximately that of the n ? q + 1 smallest. In fact, if 1 = x 1 and x n = 0, f(p) is the average of the p largest components of x without the largest, and similarly for g(q).
Clearly f(p) and g(q) are important in the description of p;q; , where is the identity permutation. The following result is very useful.
Lemma 2.4. Let p > 1 and q < n. Proof : Parts (a) and (b) follow directly from the de nition. Since f(p + 1) is a strict convex combination of f(p) and x p+1 , part (c) follows; similarly, part (d) follows from (b). For part (e), the hypotheses imply that f(p), as a strict convex combination of f(p ? 1) and x p , is at most g(p). But g(p) is a convex combination of g(p + 1) and x p , so g(p) x p implies g(p + 1) g(p). This gives the weak inequality, and the claim on when it is strict follows also. Part (f) is similar.
2 We can now show that our simplices cover the unit cube:
Proposition 2.1. The simplices ? , + , I;K and p;q; , where I, K, p, q, and range over all appropriate values, cover the unit cube.
Proof : Choose x 2 0; 1] n , and, without loss of generality, assume 1 x 1 x 2 : : : x n?1 x n 0: Since x 1 ; x 2 1, we nd that x 1 ; x 2 f(2) = x 1 +x 2 ?1 2?1 , and since x n?1 ; x n 0, we see that x n?1 ; x n g(n ? 1) = x n?1 +xn n?(n?1) . Now we proceed as follows. We have x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x p f(p) for p = 2, and g(p) x q ; : : :; x n?1 ; x n for q = n ? 1. If x p+1 > f(p) and p < q ? 1 we replace p by p + 1. Then if x q?1 < g(q) and p < q ?1 we replace q by q ?1. By (c) and (d) in lemma 2.4, we see that x 1 ; : : :; x p f(p) and g(q) x q ; : : :; x n are preserved.
Suppose the procedure ends with p < q and x 1 : : : x p x 1p ? 1 p ? 1 x p+1 : : : x q?1 x qn n ? q x q : : : x n : Then x 2 p;q; , where is again the identity permutation.
Otherwise, we want to increase p or decrease q, but we cannot since p = q ? 1. Hence x 1 : : : x p f(p); g(p + 1) x p+1 : : : x n ; x p < g(p + 1) or x p+1 > f(p).
In either case, g(p + 1) > f(p). Now (e) in lemma 2.4 implies that g(j + 1) > f(j) for p j < n?1, and (f) implies that g(j +1) > f(j) for 2 j p. We can now show that x 2 C.
If x(N) 1 or x(N) n ? 1 then x 2 ? or x 2 + respectively. If 1 x(N) n ? 1 then the inequality (jKj ? 1)x(I) ? (jIj ? 1)x(K) jKj ? 1 is satis ed for I = ; and I = N. Since x 0 and x e, this inequality is satis ed for I or K a singleton. So assume I has j elements, 1 < j < n ? 1, then the inequality is certainly satis ed if (jKj ? 1)x 1j ? (jIj ? 1)x j+1;n jKj ? 1; since the left hand side only increases by taking the indices of the j largest components of x as I and those of the n ? j + 1 smallest as K. But this inequality is exactly equivalent to f(j) ? g(j + 1) 0, which holds as shown above. Hence if x lies in no p;q; , nor in ? or + , it lies in the octahedron convfe i ; i 2 N; e ? e k ; k 2 Ng and hence in some I;K .
2 Since there are clearly only a nite number of simplices in our description, to show that we have a triangulation it only remains to show that any point in the unit cube lies in the relative interior of just one face of a simplex of our collection. First, we need the following lemma. Proof : Without loss of generality we assume that is the identity, so that x 1 x 2 : : : x n : Since also x 0 (1) : : : x 0 (n) ; it follows that x(f 0 (1); : : :; 0 (p 0 )g) is the sum of the p 0 largest components of x. We therefore need to show that f(p) = f(p 0 ), and similarly that g(q) = g(q 0 ). We prove just the rst. Assume that p 0 > p. By lemma 2.4(a), f(j) x j+1 implies f(j + 1) f(j) and f(j + 1) x j+1 x j+2 . Hence f(p) f(p + 1) : : : f(p 0 ). Now either x p+1 = f(p) or x p+1 < f(p). In the rst case, f(p + 1) = f(p), while in the second, lemma 2.4(c) shows that x p+2 x p+1 < f(p + 1). Thus, as we proceed from p to p 0 , either f(p) = f(p + 1) = : : : = f(p 0 ), as desired, or at some stage x j+1 < f(j), in which case x j+2 < f(j + 1); : : :; x p 0 < f(p 0 ?1), which implies x p 0 < f(p 0 ). But x 2 0 shows that the p 0 largest components of x are at least f(p 0 ), a contradiction. Hence f(p) = f(p 0 ). A similar argument yields g(q) = g(q 0 ). 2 Proposition 2.2. Each x 2 0; 1] n lies in the relative interior of just one face of a simplex of our collection.
Proof : If x 2 , then the face of containing x in its relative interior is called the carrier of x in ; its vertices are just those corresponding to the positive barycentric coordinates of x in .
If x lies in no p;q; , then by proposition 2.1 x lies in the core C, and the result is clear. Suppose therefore that x 2 := p;q; , and assume without loss of generality that is the identity.
We show rst that any vertex of the carrier of x in is a vertex of the carrier of x in any other simplex of our collection in which x lies, and then the converse follows easily. We distinguish several cases.
First, let e i be a vertex of the carrier of x in . Then the i th barycentric coordinate of x in is positive, so by lemma 2.3 x i > x 1p ? 1 p ? 1 : If x 2 0 := p 0 ;q 0 ; 0, then lemma 2.5 shows that the i th barycentric coordinate of x in 0 is also positive, so e i is also a vertex of the carrier of x in 0 . If x 2 00 := I;K , then the argument in the proof of lemma 2.5 shows that f(p) f(n) so that x i > x 1n ?1 n?1 ; hence e i is also a vertex of the carrier of x in 00 by lemma 2.2. If x 2 ? , then x i > x n 0 shows that e i is a vertex of the carrier of x in ? . Finally, we show that x cannot belong to + as follows: For j = 1 to q ? 1, x j xqn (n?q) , with at least one strict inequality. Hence (n ? q)x 1;q?1 > (q ? 1)x qn . Adding (q ? 1)x 1;q?1 to both sides gives (q ? 1)x 1n < (n ? 1)x 1;q?1 (n ? 1)(q ? 1); so x 1n < n ? 1 and x = 2 + . Next, let v := e 1 +: : :+e p +: : :+e j be a vertex of the carrier of x in , so that the inequality indexed j + 1 2 of is strict:
x j > x j+1 ; where x j replaced by f(p) if j = p, and x j+1 is replaced by g(q) if j = q ? 1. Suppose x 2 0 := p 0 ;q 0 ; 0. There is a gap between the j th largest component of x (or f(p)) and the (j+1) st (or g(q)), and since f(p) = f(p 0 ) and g(q) = g(q 0 ), this also holds true when x is regarded as a member of 0 . The vertex v is just the sum of the coordinate vectors corresponding to the j largest components of x, this is also a vertex of the carrier of x in 0 . Also, f(p) > g(q) and x p+1 g(q) if p < q ? 1, so in this case f(p + 1) > g(q). Continuing, f(q ? 1) > g(q), which implies that x violates one of the inequalities de ning C, so lies in none of its simplices.
Now let e ? e k be a vertex of the carrier of x in . Then we have x k < x qn n ? q :
The argument follows exactly the lines of that for the rst case. (Alternatively, we may replace x by e?x, the permutation = by its reverse, p by n+1?q and q by n+1?p; the argument is then identical.) Hence every vertex of the carrier of x in is also a vertex of the carrier of x in every other simplex containing it. To show the reverse, we simply observe that if x lies in a simplex then the barycentric coordinates of x in that simplex is unique. This completes the proof.
2 We have proved the following result.
Theorem 2.1. The simplices ? , + , f I;K g, and f p;q; g triangulate the unit cube 0; 1] n .
To triangulate R n , we rst re ect our triangulation in each of the coordinate hyperplanes x j = 0, to get a triangulation of ?1; 1] n . Then we translate this triangulation by each vector in (2Z) n (with even integer components) to triangulate R n . Each unit cube corresponds to a vector v 2 (2Z) n and a sign vector s 2 f?1; +1g n , and is the set fxjx j between v j and v j + s j , j 2 Ng. This is the image of the unit cube 0; 1] n under the nonsingular a ne transformation x ! (v + x), where is the nonsingular diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the components of s. Then an explicit description of the vertices of the resulting simplex is obtained by applying the same transformation to the vertices of ? , + , f I;K g, and f p;q; g given in equations (1) + e j and 0 = p;q+1; 0, where 0 moves j to position q (if it was not already there), as long as q < n ? 1. If q = n ? 1, then f (n ? 1); (n)g = fj; j 0 g, v 0 = e ? e j ? 2e j 0 , and 0 is the re ection of in x j 0 = 0.
E ciency Measures
The performance of simplicial algorithms is very sensitive to the triangulation used. To evaluate the triangulations several measures of e ciency have been proposed in the literature, see Todd To76] . to triangulate I n . The number of simplices in the core is 2 + 2 n?1 , and we count the number of simplices in the shell as follows: We know 2 p < q n ? 1 and the order of the indices (j) for j 2 f1; : : :; pg (and similarly for j 2 fq; : : :; ng) is irrelevant. Therefore, given p and q we choose p indices out of n indices, then we choose (n ? q + 1) indices out of (n ? p) indices, and nally we have (q ? p ? 1)! di erent ways of ordering indices (j) for j 2 fp + 1; : : :; q ? 1g.
So, for any given p and q we have + 1) . So,the distance between and 0 is de ned as the minimum length of such a path. The diameter of a triangulation is the distance between the farthest two facets, or in other words, the maximum of all such distances.
For our analysis, it is easier to work with full-dimensional simplices. We will nd the maximum distance between two simplices in D We now show that 2n?2 steps are necessary to go from 0 := p;q; 0 , where p = 2, q = n?1, and 0 = (2; 3; 1; 4; 5; : : :; n), (here n 5) to 00 := p;q; 00 , where 00 = (n; n?1; : : :; 5; 4; 1; 3; 2). Let I 0 = f2; 3g, J 0 = f1; 4; 5; : : :; n ? 2g, K 0 = fn ? 1; ng, and I 00 = K 0 , J 00 = J 0 , K 00 = I 0 . We let I, J, K denote the index sets during a typical simplex on the path from 0 to 00 . First consider an index j 2 J 0 . If it leaves J at some step, it has to return at a later step, so we charge this index two steps. If it remains in J at all steps, then each index in I 0 and K 0 must cross this index, so we charge this index four steps. This accounts four at least 2jJ 0 j = 2n ? 8 steps.
Next, if we never reach the core, then each index in I 0 K 0 must enter J then leave at the other end, for two steps each or eight in total. This gives 2n steps in all. Hence we must reach the core and leave it again; this costs two steps.
Finally, each index in I 0 K 0 must cross from one end to the other. (Notice that none of the indices is the special index 1, which is "at both ends" in the core.) This takes at least one step for each such index, for a total of 4. Hence 2n ? 2 steps in all are necessary.
When we add the extra one to account for the diameter for the facets, we have The average directional density of a triangulation, a measure introduced by Todd To76] , was shown to be equivalent to the surface density of the same triangulation by Eaves and Yorke EY84], as long as it satis es certain regularity conditions, which hold for D 0 1 . In fact they showed the equivalence for a larger class. The equivalence holds for tilings which do not have to have convex cells. They concluded that given a subdivision of R n , the average directional density does not depend on how the cells are assembled, but it does depend on the cells used, and they give the following relationship:
Average directional density = (Surface density).g n , where Here SA( ), SD( ), and V ol( ) denote the surface area, the surface density, and the volume of simplex . Note that the second equation implies that the worst surface density over all individual simplices cannot be better than the surface density of the triangulation. In order to calculate the volume of a simplex, we construct an (n + 1) by (n + 1) matrix M whose columns are the vertices of that particular simplex augmented with a +1 in the (n+1) st position. Then the absolute value of the determinant of the constructed matrix divided by n! is the volume of the simplex.
To calculate the area of a particular facet, we take the vertices of the facet, nd the normal of the hyperplane de ned by the facet, and create a new point by taking a unit step (in Euclidean norm) from a vertex of the facet in the direction of the normal. Then the convex hull of the vertices of the facet and the new point de ne an n?simplex, and n times the volume of this simplex is the same as the surface area of the facet. As n ! 1 the worst surface density is given by the simplices which have small p and large q as parameters. In particular, the worst simplices are those with p = 2 and q = n ? 1 giving SD( 2;n?1; ) = p 
Comparison of the Triangulations in Terms of the E ciency Measures
We de ne P 1 of a triangulation as lim n!1 Pn n! , where P n is the number of simplices of the triangulation in I n . Then we have the following Theorem 5.1. If I n can be triangulated into P n simplices then I kn can be triangulated into (kn)!=(n!) k ]P k n = kn (kn)! simplices, where = (P n =n!) 1=n . Note that according to the measure R n := (P n =n!) 1=n , R 1 = lim n!1 R n we have R 1 = 1 for all triangulations in the previous table. Haiman's result implies that if a triangulation achieves some R n = for some n then the same number is asymptotically achievable, i.e. R 1 = . In other words, this result enables us to get triangulations with P 1 = 0 from those which have P 1 < 1.(Note that this is weaker than saying that R 1 = < 1 which is also true.)
Using this result we can de ne new triangulations recursively using those in the previous .9410
We observe that for each triangulation R n converges to 1 very fast. As a result the best value for is achieved for n < 10 for all these triangulations (as expected, smaller values are achieved by those triangulations which have smaller P 1 values).
Finally, we note that all triangulations in table 2 except D 0 1 achieve the minimum value of P 3 , all except D 1 achieve the minimum for P 4 , and all except D 1 achieve(or are within 1 of) the minimum for P 5 . See Mara Ma76], Cottle Co82], B ohm B o88], and Hughes Hu90]. Hughes also shows that any triangulation that slices alternate corners o the unit cube in R 6 cannot achieve fewer than 324 simplices which is achieved by Sallee's middle-cut triangulation; however, Hughes Hu92] recently showed that 6-cube can be triangulated into 312 simplices.
